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The advent of bu†er-gas loaded magnetic traps for atoms has opened the possibility of trapping paramagnetic molecules. We
survey our results on the loading, trapping and spectroscopy of Eu atoms that demonstrated the technique. The principles
governing molecular trapping considering in particular the and NO systems are outlined. The trapping of molecules shouldO2
prove particularly useful in spectroscopy, especially ultra-high resolution spectroscopy that requires cold (slow), trapped (long
interaction time) samples. Similar to cold atoms, cold molecules could be interrogated at a level of detail which is likely to
provide new insights into their structure and interactions.

1 Introduction
Most of the e†ort in trapping of neutrals is currently limited
to atoms whose structure allows for optical cooling.1 A
notable exception is atomic hydrogen which can be cooled by
thermalization with liquid helium Ðlms.2 So, despite the fact
that many ground state atoms are paramagnetic (about 70%
of the Periodic Table), only a few have been trapped. This
paucity of trapped species has been due to the lack of a
general cooling technique that would allow loading the atoms
into a conservative trapping Ðeld.

Recently, we demonstrated that Eu and Cr atoms can be
loaded into a magnetic trap using a cold He bu†er gas.3,4,5
This cooling technique is independent of the detailed structure
of the trapped species. In particular, the combination of bu†er
gas loading with magnetic trapping should make paramagne-
tic atoms and paramagnetic molecules readily trappable.
Table 1 lists paramagnetic ground-state atoms and their
maximum magnetic dipole moments.

In this paper we discuss the potential applications of molec-
ular trapping (Section 2), give details of bu†er gas loading rel-
evant to both atomic and molecular trapping (Section 3),
describe magnetic trapping and spectrosocopy of Eu atoms
(Section 4), and Ðnally outline the theory of magnetic trapping
of HundÏs case (a) and (b) molecules as exempliÐed by andO2NO (Section 5).

2 Molecular trapping : potential applications
Trapping of molecules should prove particularly useful in
spectrosocopy and the study of molecular structure,8 espe-
cially in ultra-high resolution spectroscopy that requires cold
(slow), trapped (long interaction time) samples. Similar to cold
atoms, cold molecules could be interrogated at a level of detail
which is likely to provide new insights into the structure and
interactions of the much more complex molecule. We list
below a few of the important areas of potential applications.

It should be possible to trap YbF, a proposed candidate for
use in the search for an elementary electric dipole moment (a
test of time reversal symmetry).9,10 Using trapped YbF as a
source of cold molecules could dramatically increase the sensi-
tivity of such experiments.11 Other, similar molecules are also
the subject of investigation for use in experiments to observe
both parity and time reversal violation.12
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An exciting possible application of trapped molecules is in
the area of lithography. Ultra-cold sodium and chromium
have been focussed onto a substrate using a light grid where
the feature sizes are approximately 20 nm.13,14 Work is now
ongoing to use chemical procedures to make a deposited grid
useful for microelectronics applications.15 In an ideal scenario,
one would be free to choose which atom or molecule to
deposit.

There is extensive interest in the very low energy collisional
relaxation of molecules.16h18 The production of ultra-cold
molecules would allow the study of collisions where the trans-
lational energy is smaller than the other relevant energy scales
in the system. The technique o†ers the possibility of investi-
gating low-temperature collisional relaxation processes from
excited electronic and ro-vibrational states. In addition to
providing fundamental information on the interaction of mol-
ecules, these studies would also determine the feasibility of

Table 1 Maximum magnetic dipole moments of ground-state
atoms.6,7 Here S, L and J are spin, orbital and total angular momen-
tum quantum numbers, respectively, and is the Lande factorg

J

state 2S`1L
J

g
J
J element

2P1@2 0.333 B, Al, Ga, In, Tl
4F3@2 0.598 V, Ta
2S1@2 1.001 H, Li, Na, K, Cu, Rb, Ag, Cs, Au, Fr
2D3@2 1.199 Sc, Y, La, Lu, Ac
3F2 1.332 Ti, Zr, Hf
6D1@2 1.669 Cb, Nb
2P3@2 2.001 F, Cl, Br, I, At
5I4 2.413 Nd
3P2 3.002 O, S, Se, Te, Po
4S3@2 3.003 N, P, As, Sb, Bi
4I9@2 3.290 Pr
1G4 3.782 Ce
6H5@2 3.782 Pm
2F7@2 3.994 Tm
3D3 4.002 Pt
3F4 5.002 Ni
6S5@2 5.006 Mn, Re, Tc
9D2 5.303 Gd
4F9@2 6.003 Co, Rh, Ir
5D4 6.005 Fe, Os
7S3 6.007 Mo, Cr
3H6 6.983 Er
5F5 7.005 Ru
8S7@2 7.007 Eu
4I15@2 8.964 Ho
5I8 9.933 Dy
6H15@2 9.938 Tb
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Fig. 1 Low-temperature number density curves of 3He and 4He.
Note that the number density of ca. 1016 cm~3 required for bu†er-gas
loading (see text) is attained at 240 mK in 3He and 800 mK in 4He.

loading atoms and molecules in very long-lived metastable
states.

High resolution spectroscopy of cold molecules would be
relevant to the study of molecular structure and the precision
testing of molecular theory. For example, trapped molecules
could be used to study highly forbidden transitions. It is also
conceivable that such research would impact on the area of
coherent control : the long interaction time available could
make it easier to tailor the internal wavefunctions of the mol-
ecules using external Ðelds.

The technique should also open up the unexplored territory
of interactions of ultra-cold gases of molecules whose axes
could, in some cases, be spatially oriented.8,19h21 This would
enhance the dynamical resolution of many spectroscopic and
collisional experiments since it eliminates averaging over
random spatial orientations. Such polarization is possible
when the electronic angular momentum is coupled to the
molecular axis, as in HundÏs cases (a) and (c). The molecular
states that can be trapped coincide with the oriented precess-
ing states of molecules.8

Although high-power CW lasers are not available in the
UV range, frequency doubled sources operating at very low
power levels suffice for the detection of both trapped atoms
and molecules. The detection is straightforward. The creation
of low-temperature samples of molecules may allow loading of
the far-o†-resonance optical trap.22,23 The use of the FORT
provides the additional possibility of doing spectroscopy with
no magnetic Ðeld present. It may be possible to use bu†er-gas
loading to Ðll a FORT directly with molecules.24

The technique could also play a role in the study of collec-
tive quantum e†ects. It is known that the efficacy of evapo-
rative cooling depends critically on the ratio of the dipolar
relaxation cross-section to the elastic cross-section. For a
review of the literature on evaporative cooling see ref. 25.
There is an extreme sensitivity of this ratio to subtle details of
the interaction potential. The exact e†ect of these cross-
sections on the behavior of the Bose condensate is an open
question. Also, the elastic cross-sections determine the stabil-
ity of the condensate.26h28 Using a variety of di†erent atoms
(or molecules) to form a condensate could help in understand-
ing this new form of matter.

3 Bu†er-gas loading
The technique of bu†er-gas loading relies on thermalization of
the species-to-be-trapped via collisions with a cold bu†er gas.
The bu†er gas serves to dissipate the translational energy of
the atoms or molecules, allowing them to sink into the conser-
vative magnetic trapping Ðeld. Since this dissipation scheme
does not depend on any particular energy level pattern, many
atoms and molecules are amenable to it. As in the case of
evaporative cooling of a trapped ensemble, bu†er-gas loading

relies on elastic collisions and, therefore, is of similar gener-
ality.

At temperatures of ca. 1 K, all stable substances except for
He have negligible vapor pressure so the question arises as to
how to bring the species-to-be-trapped into the gas phase. We
found that laser ablation represents a particularly suitable
means, although it is not the only one. Metal atoms can be
efficiently vaporized by ablating a piece of solid metal ; it is
also possible to “prepare Ï molecules, of varying complexity, by
ablation of a suitable precursor.29 In what follows we assume
that the atoms or molecules are introduced into the gas phase
by laser ablation.

The thermalization process can be modelled by assuming
elastic collisions between two mass points m (bu†er-gas atom)
and M (species-to-be-trapped). From energy and momentum
conservation in a hard-sphere model and by applying thermal
averaging we Ðnd that the di†erence, *T , in temperature of
the atom or molecule before and after a collision with the
bu†er-gas atom is given by *T \ (T @[ T )/i, with T the tem-
perature of the bu†er gas, T @ the initial temperature of the
atom or molecule, and i 4 (M ] m)2/(2Mm) ; i is equal to 26
for Eu atoms in 3He bu†er gas. The equation for the tem-
perature change can be generalized and recast in di†erential
form:

dT
N

/dN \ [(T
N

[ T )/i (1)

where is the temperature of the atom or molecule after NT
Ncollisions with the bu†er-gas atom. Eqn. (1) has a solution

T
N

\ (T @[ T )exp([N/i) ] T (2)

Hence the number of collisions required for the atoms to fall
within ]30% of the 3He bu†er at T \ 0.25 K is 250 for Eu at
T @\ 1000 K. In order to ensure that the atoms thermalize
before impinging on the wall of the cell surrounding the trap
(where, presumably, they would stick and be lost), it is neces-
sary that the density of the bu†er gas be large enough to allow
for thermalization on a path smaller than the size of the cell
(i.e. on the order of 1 cm). Assuming an elastic collision cross-
section of about 10~14 cm2 between the Eu atoms and 3He,
the minimum density required is on the order of 1016 cm~3.
This requirement together with attainable trap depths deter-
mines the necessary temperature of the bu†er gas. Fig. 1
shows the dependence of number density on temperature for
3He and 4He at about 1 K.30,31 One can see that 3He (which
has the highest number density of any stable substance at low
temperatures) is suitable for thermalization at temperatures as
low as 240 mK.

4 Bu†er-gas loading and magnetic trapping of Eu
atoms
Survey

The apparatus and the basic experimental procedure used in
the trapping of Eu were described in ref. 4. Here we brieÑy
summarize the main points. A schematic of the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 2. Atomic europium is produced by laser abla-
tion in a cryogenic cell Ðlled with either 3He or 4He gas and
thermalized in collisions with the He bu†er. The cell is placed
in an anti-Helmholtz Ðeld (magnetic Ðeld depth T)Hmax \ 3
which traps atoms in low-Ðeld seeking states whose kinetic
energies are below the trap depth. The top of the cell is ther-
mally anchored to the mixing chamber of a dilution refriger-
ator. The cell is Ðlled with enough He to yield equilibrium
density at temperatures of around 1 K. The cell is made of
copper and is outÐtted with a mirror on the inner top surface
and a fused silica window on the bottom.

The atoms are detected via absorption spectroscopy in the
band at 462.7 nm. The laser probe beam isa 8S7@2] y 8P7@2produced by doubling the output of an actively stabilized
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of magnetic trapping and optical detec-
tion apparatus. The superconducting magnet is immersed in liquid
helium. Optical access to room temperature is provided by a set of
borosilicate and fused silica windows at the cell temperature, 4 K, 77
K and 300 K. Only the 4 K window is shown. The 77 K and 300 K
windows lie directly below the 4 K window. The YAG beam and the
probe beam enter through the same set of windows.

Ti :sapphire laser (Coherent 899-21) in a crystal. TheKNbO3typical power used to probe the atoms was 0.1 lW. A double
pulsed YAG laser beam (Continuum I-10, 532 nm, 5 ns pulse
width, 10 mJ typical pulse energy) was used to ablate Eu
metal (99.9% pure, with the 151Eu and 153Eu isotopes in their
natural abundances of 48% and 52%, respectively). The
incoming probe beam (of a variable diameter) enters at an
angle with respect to the cell axis and passes the cell center
with an o†set before impinging on the mirror at the top. The
beam then reÑects, passes the cell center with about the same
o†set, exits the cell, and is detected by a photomultiplier tube.

Loading of the trap, with the magnet on, begins by raising
the cell temperature in order to increase the He number
density ; a resistor mounted on the top of the cell is used as a
heater. A single YAG pulse is Ðred to ablate Eu and the heater
is turned o†. The temperature of the cell rises for ca. 1 s due to
heating by the YAG pulse but then quickly decreases. We
either (a) scan the laser over the whole absorption band at
given delay times with respect to the ablation pulse, or (b)
measure the absorption time proÐles at given wavelengths.
The former is possible because of the retention of the atoms
due to trapping. Since the laser can be scanned at a rate of 130
GHz s~1, the absorption spectrum can be measured more
than ten times during 1 s, yielding good signal to background
ratios.

Spectroscopy of trapped Eu

Fig. 3 shows sample spectra of the trapped Eu atoms at
T loaded using 3He bu†er at 0.25 K, taken 20, 40Hmax\ 0.6

and 60 s after the ablation pulse. The dotted line shows the
corresponding simulation. The simulated trap spectrum was
composed from the individual spectra calculated for a given

Fig. 3 Sample absorption spectra of the trapped ensemble of Eu at
0.6 T in the band at 462.7 nm measured (a) 20 s, (b) 40a 8S7@2Èy 8P7@2s, and (c) 60 s after the ablation pulse. For clarity, the (b) and (c)
spectra are shifted on the absorption scale by [0.025. The simulated
spectrum, shown by the dotted line, provides the indicated assignment
of the lines : all features are due to the state of ForM

J
\ 7/2 Eu(8S7@2).each isotope, there are two sub-bands of magnetic hyperÐne tran-

sitions, with and [1. Note that for the transitions*M
J
\ 0 *M

J
\ 0

in 151Eu, all six nuclear spin states are clearly resolved.M
I

value of the H-Ðeld and from the distribution function N(H) of
the number of atoms subject to a given H-Ðeld. The latter was
determined for a given eigenstate and temperature from the
calculated spatial distribution of the H-Ðeld and the factors
accounting for the probe beam geometry. Thus, apart from
the Ðeld distribution and the geometrical factors, the spectrum
is determined entirely by temperature and the identity of the
states trapped.

Fig. 4 shows a correlation diagram between the Ðeld-free
states of ground-state Eu atoms and the corresponding high-
Ðeld limit. There are 48 magnetic states for each Eu(8S7@2)isotope due to the coupling of electronic angular momentum J
with nuclear spin (I\ 5/2 for either isotope).

As corroborated in our measurements at H \ 0, the initial
Ðeld-free populations of the Eu atoms are determined essen-
tially by the degeneracy factors, P(F) ] (2F] 1), i.e. all low-
Ðeld states oF, MT have the same weight. In the high-Ðeld
limit, the initial populations of the states are deter-oM

J
, M

I
T

mined by adiabatic transfer of the oF, MT states. The inten-
sities, I, of the transitions between states in absorption spectra
are then given by I\ PS where S is the line strength. At

T, more than 90% of the detected trapped atomsHmax\ 0.6
are subject to H [ 0.05 T where the strong-Ðeld limit is
reached (the Paschen-Back hyperÐne uncoupling). As a result,
the trap spectrum of Eu can be simulated analytically, with
eigenenergies

E(M
J
, M

I
) \ M

J
q
J
kBH ] M

I
g
I
kB H

] aM
J
M

I
]

9b
4I(2I[ 1)J(2J [ 1)

] [M
J
2[ 13 J(J ] 1)][M

I
2 [ 13I(I] 1)] (3)

where J and I are the electronic and nuclear angular momen-
tum quantum numbers (J \ 7/2 for both electronic states), M

Jand their projections on the space Ðxed axis, and theM
I

g
J

g
Icorresponding g-factors, a and b the hyperÐne magnetic dipole

and electric quadrupole coupling constants,32 and the BohrkBmagneton. The corresponding line strength factors S
q
(M

J
@ , M

I
@ ;
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Fig. 4 Correlation diagram between the low- and high-Ðeld states
for either of the stable isotopes of Also shown is the tran-Eu(a 8S7@2).sition to the used to probe the atoms.y 8P7@2

of electric dipole transitions between statesM
J
, M

I
) oM

J
@ ,

areM
I
@T ^ oM

J
, M

I
T

S
q
P d(M

I
@ , M

I
)SJ, M

J
, J@, M

J
@ ; 1, qT2 (4)

with q \ 0 for parallel and q \ ^1 for perpendicular tran-
sitions.

Fig. 5 Averaged absorption time proÐles (full line) for 3He loading
at 250 mK measured at a Ðxed frequency of the laser (close to the
band origin). A total of eight proÐles were averaged. Note that about
20 s after the ablation pulse (time zero) the density of the bu†er gas
drops to about 5 ] 1011 cm~3 (designated as 3He out). The data are
Ðtted with a combined one-body and two-body loss rate function
(dashed line). About 1] 1012 atoms are initially loaded into the trap
using 3He as a bu†er gas. It was experimentally determined that
optical pumping was negligible at the probe power levels used. The
inset on the right shows an absorption time proÐle measured under
the same conditions but with the trap o†.

From the simulations it follows that essentially only the
state is trapped (in accordance with our model ofM

J
\ 7/2

loading). The corresponding simulated spectrum together with
the assignment of the lines according to the isotope and
hyperÐne substate is also shown in Fig. 3. With this assign-
ment, the temperature of the atoms in 3He could be deter-
mined to be 250 ^ 30 mK.

Absorption cross-section

In the low-optical density regime, the number of atoms in the
trap can be obtained directly from the power absorbed A4

where and are the initial and Ðnal power,1 [ Pf/Pi , Pi Pfrespectively. For an absorption cross-section p(l), density of
the medium n(x, y, z), and a uniform laser beam with cross-
section U

A(l) \ 1 [
1

U

P
x

P
y

dx dy exp
A
[
P
z

p(l(x, y, z))n(x, y, z) dz
B

(5)

For atoms inside a magnetic trap,

n(x, y, z) \ n0 exp
C
[

E(H(x, y, z))
kT

D
(6)

where is the number density at the trap center, E(H(x, y, z))n0the eigenenergy (E[ 0 for trappable states), and z the cell
axis. Hence the number of atoms and their central density can
be extracted from the absorption proÐle if the magnetic Ðeld
distribution, temperature, beam geometry and the absorption
cross-section are known. Note that the absorption cross-
sections for untrapped and trapped atoms are di†erent. This is
due to an inhomogeneous broadening by the magnetic trap-
ping Ðelds.

Fig. 5 shows the absorption time proÐles at Ðxed laser fre-
quency (corresponding to maximum absorption) for 3He
loading with the magnet on and o† (see the inset). The absol-
ute atom number was determined from the simulation of the
spectra and the published line strength factors.33,34 An initial
density of 5] 1012 cm~3 with an initial atom number of
1 ] 1012 was achieved. The data were Ðtted assuming a com-
bined one-body and two-body loss. From this we determined
a two-body (EuÈEu) collisional loss rate constant
(2.5^ 1.5)] 10~13 cm3 s~1 at 170 mK. Unlike the 4He case,
here the sample is in thermal contact with the cell wall. Fits
performed assuming a three-body process (EuÈEuÈEu) yielded
similar quality results to the two-body Ðts. Thus three-body
loss cannot be ruled out although it seems unlikely given the
Eu densities present in the trap.

In recent work we used the bu†er-gas technique to load
atomic 52Cr into a magnetic trap. As with Eu, the initial den-
sities were above 1012 cm~3. The chromium experiment was
carried out with a single isotope, 52Cr, that has zero nuclear
spin and thus, unlike Eu, no hyperÐne structure. This is the
subject of a forthcoming paper.5

5 Magnetic trapping of molecules
It should be possible to trap and evaporatively cool molecular
oxygen. We consider to be a prototype 2O2(X 3&

g
~) kBspecies. Fluorescence spectroscopy in the A-band could be

used to measure the temperature and density of the trapped
sample as it is evaporatively cooled. From this, the low-energy
elastic and inelastic collision cross-sections can be deduced.
We consider to be a prototype 1 system. It isNO(X 2%3@2) kBpossible to supplement the magnetic trapping Ðeld with a con-
gruent electric Ðeld, enabling the separation of molecular
states with negative and positive projections of the electronic
angular momentum on the Ðgure axis.8
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Depending on the electronic structure of a given molecular
state, the electronic angular momentum (and hence the elec-
tronic magnetic dipole moment) tends to couple either to the
molecular axis, as in HundÏs cases (a) and (c), or to the rota-
tional angular momentum, as in HundÏs case (b). Magnetic
properties of molecules with these two types of coupling di†er
considerably, although both give rise to states with non-zero
space-Ðxed magnetic dipole moments, and are suitable for
trapping. For instance, comes close to HundÏs caseO2(X 3&

g
~)

(b), while approaches HundÏs case (a). Moreover,NO(X 2%3@2)NO has also an electric dipole moment (inherently coupled to
the molecular axis) whose interaction with a congruent electric
Ðeld can also be exploited ; therefore, for HundÏs case (a) we
present a generalized treatment for parallel electric and mag-
netic Ðelds.

Eigenproperties

HundÏs case (a) molecules in congruent electric and magnetic
Ðelds. The eigenfunctions of a polar paramagnetic rigid linear
molecule subject to parallel uniform electric, v, and magnetic,
H, Ðelds are hybrids of the Ðeld-free symmetric top wavefunc-
tions o J, X, MT

o J3 , X, M ; u
B

T \ ;
J/max(@X @, @M@)

=
a
JXM

(u
B

) o J, X, MT (7)

here X and M are projections of the total angular momentum,
J, (electronic and rotational, but excluding nuclear spin) on
the Ðgure and space-Ðxed axes, respectively. The Fourier coef-
Ðcients depend solely on the interaction parametera

J, X ,M where and areu
B

4 uel^ um , uel 4 kel v/B um4 kmH/B
dimensionless parameters which measure the potential energy
of the electric, or magnetic, dipole moment com-kel , km ,
ponent along the molecular z-axis in units of the rotational
constant, B. The range of J, the total angular momentum
quantum number, involved in a hybrid wavefunction X,o J3 ,
M ; increases with the parameter. The eigenstates areu

B
T u

Blabeled by X, M where denotes the nominal value of JJ3 , J3
that pertains to the Ðeld-free rotational state which adia-
batically correlates with the high-Ðeld state, X, M ;o J3 ,

X, MT. In the Ðeld-free limit the eigenenergiesu
B

] 0T ] o J,
are In the high-Ðeld limit, the hybridE

JX
/B\ J(J ] 1) [ X2.

states become harmonic, corresponding to those of an angular
oscillator with energies whereE

v
/B\ [u

B
] v(2u

B
)1@2 [X2,

v4 2J3 [ oM] X o.
The body-Ðxed electronic magnetic dipole moment

endowed by the electronic angular momentum is km\ (g
L
K

where K\ 0, ^1, ^2, . . . and R\ 0, ^1, ^2, . . . or] g
S
R)k

B^1/2, ^3/2, . . . are projections of the orbital and spin elec-
tronic angular momenta L and S on the z-axis, and areg

L
g
Sthe respective gyromagnetic ratios and(g

L
\ 1, g

S
B 2.00229),

is the Bohr magneton. Since states di†ering in the sign ofkBX\ K] R, K and R are equally populated, half of the mol-
ecules have and positive and half have and nega-km um km umtive. The body-Ðxed electric dipole moment (and thuskel uel)is along the molecular z-axis and its direction is Ðxed in a
given electronic state. Consequently, in parallel electric and
magnetic Ðelds, half of the molecules have u\ uel ] um 4

and half haveu
`

u\uel[ um4 u~ .
The expectation value of the cosine of the angle h between

the Ðeld direction and the Ðgure axis is given by

Scos hT \ ;
J, J{/0

=
a
JXM

(u
B

)a
J{XM

(u
B

)(2J ] 1)1@2(2J@] 1)1@2

]
A J
[M

1

0

J@
M
BA J

[X

1

0

J@
X

B
(8)

for precessing states (i.e. states with non-zero J, X, M) at
this gives Scos hT \ XM/[J(J ] 1)]. As a result, theu

B
] 0

corresponding low-Ðeld energy (i.e. due to Ðrst-order Stark
and/or Zeeman e†ect),

E
JXM

/B\ [Scos hTu
B

(9)

is negative for and XM [ 0 (i.e. for andu
B

[ 0 u
B

MX[ 0)
positive for and XM \ 0 (i.e. for Sinceu

B
[ 0 u

B
MX\ 0).

the sign of remains the same at all Ðeld strengths, theu
B

MX
multiplets with are always higher in energy thanu

B
MX\ 0

those with u
B

MX[ 0.
In a given electronic state and at given non-zero M, X, uel ,and there are 22 sign combinations since the signs ofum , umand X are the same and the sign of is Ðxed. These give riseuelto a quadruplet of non-degenerate states, consisting of two

doublets, one with and the other withu
`

\ uel ] um u~\
This situation is referred to as the rule. Anuel [ um . u

B
MX

important special case arises within the realm of the u
B

MX
rule : for we obtain and As auel \ um 4 u u

`
\ 2u u~\ 0.

result, the quadruplet of states with given non-zero M, X, uel ,and degenerates into two hybrid states and two free-rotorumstates.
The requisite Ðeld-dependence of eigenenergy for low-Ðeld

seeking states occurs for Scos hT \ 0. In the purely electric
case the states X, M ; and [X,(uel [ 0, um \ 0), o J3 , uelT o J3 ,
[M ; have the same Scos hT as do the states [X, M ;uelT o J3 ,

and X, [M ; cf. the rule. Consequently,uelT o J3 , uelT, u
B

MX
the deÑection in an inhomogeneous electric Ðeld, proportional
to is the same for ]X and [X. In the purelyuelScos hT,
magnetic case the term is posi-(uel\ 0, umD 0), umScos hT
tive deÐnite, leading again to the same deÑection for the ]X
and [X states. Likewise, optical transitions cannot favor any
of the ]X or [X states as the X, M ; [X, [M ;o J3 , uelT, o J3 ,

or X, M ; [X, M ; and [X, M ;uelT o J3 , umT, o J3 , [umT o J3 ,
X, [M ; or X, [M ; [X, [M ;uelT, o J3 , uelT o J3 , umT, o J3 ,

pairs of states are degenerate. Consequently, pairs of[umT
^X states behave like racemic mixtures of isomers, not incon-
vertible by radiation or separable by an external electric or
magnetic Ðeld.

However, the combination of parallel electric and magnetic
inhomogeneous Ðelds does o†er a means to separate the ]X
and [X states. This separation scheme is based on the

rule, yielding deÑections proportional tou
B

MX u
B

Scos hT.
For the expectation values of the orientationouel oO oum o ,
cosine for the X, M ; and [X, [M ; stateso J3 , u

`
T o J3 , u~T

are positive so that these states would be defocused (and thus
discarded) in the combined Ðelds. On the other hand, the o J3 ,
[X, M ; and X, [M ; states are focusable, withu~T o J3 , u

`
T

Scos hT \ 0. As long as their respective orientationu
`

D u~ ,
cosines are di†erent, leading to di†erent interaction energies
that enable separation. In the special case when ouel o\ oum o,
the energies of the [X, M ; and [X, [M ;o J3 , u~T o J3 , u~T
states would be zero, since The X, M ; stateu~\ 0. o J3 , u

`
T

would be discarded because of its positive Scos hT. Then only
the X, [M ; state would be trapped at Ðeld strengthso J3 , u

`
T

preserving its negative Scos hT.u
`Since the quadruplet of states within the rule isu

B
MX

non-degenerate, preferential populations of either the ]X or
[X states could also be created by optical transitions.

HundÏs case (b) molecules in a magnetic Ðeld. In HundÏs case
(b), the electronic angular momentum, L ] S, couples to the
rotational angular momentum, N, of the linear molecule. Here
we consider the case when L \ 0 so that the electronic
angular momentum is solely due to the electronic spin, S. The
spin gives rise to a body-Ðxed spin magnetic dipole moment

with S the spin angular momentumk
S
\ [g

S
[S(S] 1)]1@2kB ,

quantum number. The coupling of S and N results in total
angular momentum J with projection M on the space-Ðxed
axis, Z, deÐned by the direction of an external magnetic Ðeld
H. The expectation value of the space-Ðxed magnetic dipole
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moment is then given by

Sk
Z
T \ k

S
Scos sTScos aT (10)

where s is the angle between S and J and a is the tilt angle of
J with respect to Z. Since M \ [J, [J ] 1, . . ., J [ 1, J is a
good quantum number for the molecular magnetic dipole,

Scos aT \
M

[J(J ] 1)]1@2
(11)

the expectation value of Scos sT is given by

Scos sT \
J(J ] 1)] S(S ] 1)[ N(N ] 1)

2[J(J ] 1)S(S ] 1)]1@2
(12)

as follows from the law of cosines.
Although the molecular eigenstates cannot be hybridized by

the magnetic Ðeld (unless there is some coupling of S to the
internuclear axis, which is actually the case for ground-state

they can be deÑected and thus trapped by the interactionO2),of the space-Ðxed dipole moment with an inhomogeneous
magnetic Ðeld H.

The magnetic eigenenergies in the o J, N, S, M ; statesu
S
T

are given by

E
JNSM

(u
S
)\ [Sk

Z
T
JNSM

H (13)

where measures the maximum potential energyu
S
4 k

S
H/B

of the magnetic dipole in terms of the rotational constant of
the molecule. Thus the Ðeld-dependence of the magnetic
energy required for trapping occurs for Sk

Z
T \ 0.

For a 2& molecule (i.e. S \ 1/2), J can take non-negative
values N ] 1/2 [the so called term] or N [ 1/2F

N`1@2(J)
term), with N \ 0, 1, 2, . . . . So for instance the mag-(F

N~1@2netic energy shift of the term for N \ 1 is given byF
N~1@2(1/2)

for a 3& molecule (i.e. S \ 1), JE1@2, 1, 1@2,M\ Mg
S
kB H/3 ;

can take non-negative values N ] 1 [the so called F
N`1(J)

term], N term], or N [ 1 term], with N \ 0,[F
N
(J) [F

N~1(J)
1, 2, . . . . The magnetic energy shift of the term forF

N`1(1)
N \ 0 is then E101M\ Mg

S
kB H.

Magnetic trapping of O
2

The molecule o†ers an easily accessible optical transitionO2in the near-IR part of the spectrum. It should be possible to
determine the number of the molecules and their temperature
by measuring the spatial distribution of the trapped sample or
by exciting the whole sample and measuring a frequency spec-
trum. The total number of molecules could be roughly deter-
mined from the signal level and more accurately from the
signal levels in combination with the measured temperature of
the sample.

Bu†er-gas loading. Fig. 6 shows energies of states in the two
lowest rotational manifolds (N \ 1, 0).35,36 Which states are
populated depends on the identity properties of the oxygen
nuclei. For and and with even total nuclear16O2 18O2 17O2spin, only the odd N manifolds can be occupied. For 17O2with odd total nuclear spin, only the even N manifolds can be
occupied. For mixed isotopes (for example 16O18O) there is
no restriction. In principle we could load in any isotope com-
bination because there exist trappable states with SkT \ 2kBmagnetic moment in either manifold. It is possible, however,
that during the loading process the total angular momentum
quantum number (J) could relax to be in equilibrium with the
translational degrees of freedom which are at 240 mK. The
rate of this relaxation based upon higher temperature mea-
surements may be large enough for this to occur. For the even
isotopes, the (N \ 1, J \ 1, M \ 1) state could relax to the
(N \ 1, J \ 0) state which is not trappable. For the mixed
isotopes and the N \ 0 manifold is 1.78 cm~1 lower17O2 ,

Fig. 6 Eigenenergies and their Ðeld dependence for the lowest states
of within the electronic ground state (vA \ 0) and theO2 X 3&

g
~ b 1&

g
`

(v@\ 0) excited state. See text.

than the (N \ 1, J \ 0) state.37 There is, however, a series of
level crossings that begin to occur at 1.5 T. It is possible that
the desirable (N \ 0, J \ 1, M \ 1) state could make tran-
sitions to untrapped states as the molecule moved through
those regions of the magnetic Ðeld. The case of with odd17O2total nuclear spin does not allow this possibility. The N \ 1
state cannot be populated so that only the N \ 0 state needs
to be considered. With zero rotation, only the spin of the elec-
trons is important and transitions between the states in that
manifold proceed via dipolar (or higher order spin) relaxation
collisions. will have a hyperÐne structure (the spin of the17O2nucleus is 5/2)38 and thus spin-exchange collisions are pos-
sible.2 This is similar to the case of atomic hydrogen trapping
and it might be expected that these collisions will quickly
leave the gas of molecules in a state with pure spin where both
the nuclear and electronic spins are oriented. Studies of rota-
tional relaxation collisions, spin-exchange collisions and non-
adiabatic transitions are important and could be investigated.

Laser detection of trapped molecular oxygen. The detection
technique of choice is Ñuorescence spectroscopy in the

band (the A-band). The Einsteinb 1&
g
`(v@\ 0) ^ X 3&

g
~(vA \ 0)

A coefficient for this band has been measured to be 0.087
s~1.39 The transition rate per molecule can then be deter-
mined to be

W [s~1]\ 2 ] 1012
P[watts]

U[cm2]*l[GHz]
A[s~1]l~3[cm~1]

\ 0.077
P

U*l
(14)

where P is the power of the laser beam exciting the transition,
*l the e†ective linewidth of the transition, and U the cross-
sectional area of the laser beam. Here it is assumed the line-
width of the laser is matched to the linewidth of the sample.
The major broadening mechanism for the transition is mag-
netic Ðeld broadening. The state that the molecule is being
excited to has zero electron spin whereas the ground state has
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a magnetic moment of of 2 (28 GHz T~1). The totalkBbroadening is given by *l\ 20.8T GHz where T is the tem-
perature of the molecules. The initial loading temperature
would be 240 mK. Because most of the molecules are in a
band 2kT wide in energy, magnetic broadening amounts to 5
GHz. Doppler broadening is negligible (\20 MHz at 240
mK). The 2kT energy band where most of the molecules
reside is centered 2kT above the trap minimum, and so most
of the molecules in the sample reside within about 1/8 of the
radius of the cell. In order for the light to intersect all of these
molecules, the beam diameter required is 0.6 cm. For a typical
power of 2.5 W the per atom excitation rate is 0.13 s~1. As
will be shown later, the time for excitation may be short
(limited by the time of Ñight of the excited molecule to the
physical wall) so only a small fraction of the molecules are in
the excited state and saturation does not occur. The lower
temperatures attainable via evaporative cooling would narrow
the linewidth of the sample and therefore improve the per-
formance of the spectroscopic detection. Our conservative
estimate for the number of trapped molecules immediately
after loading is 3] 1012. Based on the 0.13 s~1 per molecule
excitation rate the total excitation rate is 3 ] 1011 s~1.
Through the proper use of light pipes and cooled photomulti-
plier tubes the total collection efficiency for the Ñuorescence
could be made 1] 10~3. The length of time available to
count may, however, be limited by the time of Ñight of the
excited molecules ; once excited, the molecules will travel out-
wards from the center of the cell and impinge on the walls.
Although it may be that the surface collision induces a radi-
ative transition, we assume here that they do not radiate
during the adsorption process. The time the molecule spends
traveling from near the center of the trap to the cell wall
determines how much time it has to radiate. For an average
speed, just after loading, of 1000 cm s~1 and for the cell radius
of 2.5 cm, the resulting average time is 2.5 ms. Therefore, an
experimental procedure could be to chop the laser beam at
200 Hz, 50% duty cycle, and look for Ñuorescence during the
dark period. During the dark period the Ñuorescence rate
would be 2] 108 s~1 which would result in a count rate of
2 ] 105 s~1. Available cooled photomultiplier tubes have a
background count rate of less than 10 s~1 so the expected
signal to noise in 1 s of integration time would be 2 ] 104.
This high count rate should allow detailed spectra to be taken.

As the molecules are excited, they travel to the walls of the
cell and are lost. Eventually all of the molecules are expelled
from the trap. However, the signal to noise is high enough so
that lower laser powers could be used to, for example,
monitor atom number as the sample is evaporatively cooled.
The total number of molecules could be determined by mea-
suring the total Ñuorescence signal and relating that to the (all
known) quantum efficiency of the PMT, laser power, excita-
tion rate and geometrical factors. It should be possible to
determine total atom number to better than a factor of 2.
Narrowing the laser linewidth and scanning over the broad 5
GHz line would allow the determination of the energy dis-
tribution of the trapped sample. The number of molecules in a
magnetic Ðeld shell dH centered around a magnetic Ðeld H is

N(H) dH \ 4pH2 dH(+H)~3n0 exp
A

[
SkTH
kT

B
(15)

where +H is the magnetic Ðeld gradient produced by the trap.
By determining the number of molecules at di†erent magnetic
Ðeld strengths and comparing to the above function, the tem-
perature can be determined. It should be possible to determine
the temperature with an accuracy of a few percent for the 240
mK sample. Also, it should be possible in certain cases to
“burnÏ a hole in the energy distribution and then measure the
rate of Ðlling. This would be a direct measure of the elastic
cross-section.

Trapping and orientation of NO

Trapping and selection of »X states. Results from super-
sonic beam work indicate that both neat and seeded expan-
sions of room tempearture NO leave about 1% or more of the
molecules in the paramagnetic spinÈorbit state.40 ThisX 2%3@2is the case even for strong expansions, where the number of
collisions approaches 104. Therefore, we assume that

could be subject to both bu†er-gas loading of theNO(X 2%3@2)magnetic trap and subsequent evaporative cooling. We expect
that also discharge desorption of NO from the cold walls of
the refrigerator would create signiÐcant amounts of NO in the

state.2%3@2The energy level diagram of the and the A 2&`X 2%3@2manifolds (the latter of interest for detection of NO, see below)
is shown in Fig. 7. The hyperÐne structure, arising mainly due
to quadrupole coupling of the nitrogen nucleus,38 is not indi-
cated for simplicity. The Ðeld dependence of the X, M ;o J3 , umT
hybrids with falls well within the Ðrst-order ZeemanJ3 \ 3/2
e†ect at magnetic Ðeld strengths of up to 2 T. Although all
four states with XM \ 0 are focussable, only those with
oM o\ 3/2 would be used for trapping ; the space-Ðxed mag-
netic dipole moment of these states comes close to SkT B

yielding a trap depth of 3.3 K. Unlike the(3/5)um B (6/5)kB ,
case of the electronic angular momentum ofO2 , NO(X 2%3@2)is coupled to the internuclear axis. Therefore, reorientation
collisions may contribute to the relaxation of the focussable
M-states within a given manifold. The rate of thisJ3 -state
relaxation process can be roughly estimated as lower than
rotational relaxation ; our experiment will provide a more
deÐnitive answer. If the magnetic trapping of NO is successful,
we plan to supplement the magnetic Ðeld with a congruent (or
parallel) electric Ðeld and to attempt to separate the o J3 \
3/2, X\ 3/2, M \ [3/2 ; and X\ [3/2,u

B
T o J3 \ 3/2,

M \ 3/2 ; by trapping just the latter state, cf. theu
B

T XMu
Brule. Table 2 lists the expectation values and energies of the

quadruplet of o 3/2, ^3/2, ^3/2 ; states for easily attain-u
B

T
able values of It can be seen that theuel\ um\ 0.1. u~\ 0
states will not be a†ected by the Ðelds at all, while the o 3/2,

Fig. 7 Eigenenergies and their Ðeld dependence for the lowest states
of NO within the electronic ground state (vA \ 0) and theX 2%3@2A 2&` (v@\ 0) excited state. See text.
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Table 2 The separation of the ]X states according to the u^ MX
rule for uel \um\ 0.1

state J3 , X, M ; u
B

Scos hT EeXM
/B

o 3/2, 3/2, 3/2 ; uel ] umT ]0.61 ]0.122
o 3/2, 3/2, [3/2 ; uel ] umT [0.59 [0.118
o 3/2, [3/2, [3/2 ; uel [ umT ]0.60 0
o 3/2, [3/2, 3/2 ; uel [ umT [0.60 0

3/2, [3/2 ; will be pushed towards the high-Ðeld edge ofu
`

T
the trap and thus discarded. The only trapped state then
would be the o 3/2, ]3/2, ]3/2 ; state.]u

`
\ 0.2T

Laser detection of »X-selected NO. The NO molecules can
be detected by laser induced Ñuorescence or absorption
excited within the vA \ 0 band atA 2&1@2` , v@\ 0 ^ X 2%3@2 ,
about 227 nm, cf. Fig. 7. The Einstein A-coefficient of the A
state has been measured to be A\ 4.63] 106 s~1 41 so that
the excitation rate per molecule at a laser spectral energy
density o \ 1 ] 10~3 erg cm~2 is W \ 1 ] 105 s~1. With
about 3 ] 1012 molecules trapped this would give rise to Ñuo-
rescence rates of about 1 ] 1014 s~1 and thus to count rates
on the order of 1011 s~1.

The A-state comes close to HundÏs case (b)42 and the corre-
sponding Zeeman states, o J, N, S, M ; within the A, v@u

S
T,

manifold will be designated as o J@, X@\ 0, M@ ; The tran-u
S@
T.

sition probability for an electric dipole transition between a
pair of states o J@, X@, M@ ; XA, MA ; (analogousu

S
@ T ^ o JA, u

B
T

to the rotational line strength factor) is given by

S \
K
(2J@] 1)1@2 ;

J_, Q, q
a
J_X_M_(uB

)(2JA ] 1)1@2([1)M{

]
A JA
[MA

1

Q
J@
M@
BA JA

[XA
1

q
J@
X@
B K2

(16)

Here Q\ 0, ^1 designates the spherical components in the
space-Ðxed frame of the electric vector of the radiation ande

Qq \ 0, ^1 those in the body-Ðxed frame of the transition
dipole operator for the molecule ; these are set equal tok

qunity in this expression, For polarizationo e
Q

o\ o k
q
o\ 1.

parallel and photons propagating perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the Ðelds, the only non-zero component of the photon
angular momentum is along the parallel Ðelds, i.e. for Q\ 0.
The coefficients introduced by the Ðeld-induceda

J_X_M_hybridization of J-states within the X, vA \ 0 state manifold
give rise to non-zero transition probabilities between states
that di†er by more than unity in their nominal ThisJ3 -values.
enriches the spectra with transitions that would be forbidden
in the absence of the hybridizing Ðelds.

When both Ðelds are present, i.e. states with sameu
B

D 0, J3
and M but ^X di†er both in energy and wavefunction,
according to the rule. The corresponding transitionsu

B
MX

o J@, 0, ]M ^ *M ; u
S
@ T ^ o J3 A, ]XA, ]M ; u

`
T

o J@, 0, [M ^ *M ; u
S
@ T ^ o J3 A, [XA, [M ; u~T

o J@, 0, ]M ^ *M ; u
S
@ T ^ o J3 A, [XA, ]M ; u~T

o J@, 0, [M ^ *M ; u
S
@ T ^ o J3 A, ]XA, [M ; u

`
T (17)

occur at di†erent frequencies and with di†erent probabilities.
This is not the case when only the electric Ðeld is present : then
the Ðrst two and the last two transitions are coinciding twins
(degenerate). Thus the presence of the magnetic Ðeld makes
the distinction possible between transitions involving states
with positive or negative X. The trapping of only one of the
^X states by the congruent (parallel) electric and magnetic
Ðelds would therefore be revealed by the disappearance of two

of the above transitions ; these are shown by the dashed lines
in Fig. 7.

6 Conclusions
We have magnetically trapped atomic Eu using our bu†er-gas
loading technique. Because bu†er-gas loading does not
depend on the details of internal level structure, this demons-
tration has set the stage for loading of molecules into a mag-
netic trap using the same method.

Many ground-state molecules are paramagnetic and there-
fore amenable to magnetic trapping. Theory has been devel-
oped to describe magnetic trapping and spectroscopic
detection of NO and molecules. These are “prototype ÏO2species that fall, respectively, close to HundÏs coupling cases
(a) and (b). We conclude from our analysis that bu†er-gas
loading and magnetic trapping of these (and many other) mol-
ecules is feasible.

Just as atom trapping and cooling is now beginning to open
up a wide range of possibilities for new experiments, we feel it
is likely that the same will happen with molecular trapping
and cooling.

Note added in proof
Recently, we carried out experiments on bu†er-gas cooling of
vanadium monoxide in a magnetic trapping Ðeld. We give a
brief description of that work here and refer the reader to ref.
43.

VO(4&~) molecules are produced by YAG pulses (20 mJ, 4
ns, 532 nm) impinging on a compacted and thermally pro-
cessed sample of placed in a cryogenic cell (\1 K) sur-V2O5rounded by a quadrupole magnetic trapping Ðeld ; the cell is
in thermal contact with a dilution refrigerator. Once produc-
ed, the VO di†uses through 3He bu†er gas and undergoes col-
lisional relaxation, both translationally and internally. The
VO molecules are detected within the C 4&~ÈX 4&~ band at
574 nm either by laser absorption or laser-induced Ñuores-
cence spectroscopy. The Ðeld free spectra were assigned in
agreement with ref. 44 and used to determine both the trans-
lational temperature (from the Doppler widths) and the rota-
tional temperature (from the intensity distribution of the
rotational lines) ; the temperatures were found to be the same,
equal to about 1 K. The spectra were measured at each fre-
quency of the probe laser as a function of time (time proÐles).
From the spectra taken at di†erent delay times we conclude
that the thermalization with the bu†er gas occurs within 10
ms of the ablation pulse. The time proÐles also yield the rate
at which the VO molecules disappear from the cell. The corre-
sponding loss time constant is about 60 ms, a factor of Ðve
shorter than for Eu and Cr atoms. Since the atoms disappear
predominantly by di†usion to the cell walls (where they stick),
the dissimilarity of the decay times and other observations
suggest that sticking to the walls is unlikely to be the limiting
decay process for the VO molecules. Among the plausible loss
mechanisms seem to be chemical reactions of the VO mol-
ecules with other molecules in the trap or sticking of the VO
to the “dust.Ï Both a variety of molecules and, presumably,
some dust is produced during the ablation process. This is
consistent with the observation that with the trapping Ðeld on,
the decay rate of VO remains the same. The rapid loss of
molecules via this unknown mechanism made trapping impos-
sible to observe. The inhomogeneous magnetic broadening
was largely reduced to the underlying magnetic shift (as a
function of the magnetic Ðeld in the trap region) by using a
CCD camera to image the spatial distribution of the VO mol-
ecules. Moreover, because of the geometry of the trapping
Ðeld and the probe beam, the Ñuorescence from the molecules
at a given Ðeld strength (and hence the corresponding fre-
quency shift) appears as a ring. Considerable information
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about the g factors and hyperÐne relaxation is gathered from
this spatially resolved Zeeman spectroscopy.

material is based upon work supported by the NationalThis
Science Foundation under grant No. PHY-9511951. One of us
(J.D.W.) is supported by a National Science Foundation
Graduate Research Fellowship.
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